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‘The lack of consistent and holistic mechanisms to assess observing system priorities and 
link independently funded efforts across the Arctic can be viewed as a systematic short-

coming that has hindered adaptation strategies and limited funding responses for an 
expanded and improved observing system.’ 

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No. 101003472

(Roadmap for Arctic Observing and Data Systems - ROADS, Starkweather et al., 2021)
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• European Commission H2020 Program

• 4 years, 15 Mio Euro, 17 countries

• 35 partner organizations and 8 Indigenous Communities

• July 2021 – June 2025

• Website: www.arcticpassion.eu

• Coordination: Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and 

Marine Research 

Upcoming additions: KOPRI, JAMSTEC, NIPR ->

http://www.arcticpassion.eu/
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Geographical regions of activity of Arctic PASSION



• WP1: Extend and Integrate Observations - NPI/LUND (A. Sundfjord/M. Johansson):

Establish an adaptive, comprehensive, needs-driven pan-AOSS to provide required observations for
understanding the functioning, variability, trends and changes in the Arctic System on hourly to
decadal time scales (including CBM, IK and LK)

-> covers all domains, marine, terrestrial, atmosphere and cryosphere

Pillar A
Core observing system elements and services: 

Making the pan-AOSS science and knowledge driven  
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• WP4: Innovating User-driven Arctic EuroGEO Pilot Services - SNOW/GINR (T.Mustonen & J.Rato /
M.Simon):

Co-create EuroGEO services to provide new information to support emergency preparedness, food
security, responses to climate and socio-economic changes.

• PS1: Arctic Service ‘Event Database of CBM Using Oral Histories, IK and LK’ (Snowchange)

• PS2: Pan-Arctic requirements-driven Permafrost Service (AWI) 

• PS3: ‘State of the Arctic Environment’ service (NPI) 

• PS4: ‘Integrated Fire Risk Management (INFRA)’ Service (CNR)

• PS5: ‘Local Atmospheric Pollutant Forecast’ Service ( JRC) 

• PS6: ‘Improving Safety for Shipping in the Polar Seas’ Service (BAS) 

• PS7: ‘CBM for Arctic marine climate change, noise pollution & impacts on marine living resources’ 

(GINR/DMI)

• PS8: Lake Ice Service for Arctic Climate and Safety (SYKE)

Pillar A
Core observing system elements and services: 

Making the pan-AOSS science and knowledge driven  



Establishment of the Atlantic-Arctic DBO
A comprehensive marine observation system for climate and environment

Great ideas inspire and spread!

Distributed Biological Observatories established in the  
Pacific Arctic Davis Strait region

Courtesy Kumiko Azetsu-Scott/DFO, Canada

and now Atlantic-Arctic

From Moore and Grebmeier, 2018. 
https://doi.org/10.14430/arctic4606



Establishment of the Atlantic-Arctic DBO
A comprehensive marine observation system for climate and environment

• Need for bridging and expanding ongoing observation efforts to improve sampling 
continuity and frequency, and optimize the scientific outcomes.

• First steps towards a dedicated network was taken in 2016. 

• Coordination capabilities secured by the Arctic PASSION project (WP1; 2022-2025).

• Several recent large initiatives (MOSAiC, INTAROS, SAS, the Nansen Legacy, …) will all 
help to determine the A-DBO best practices onward. 

“Kick-off” at ASSW2022 in Tromsø. Pilot implementation process currently led by: 

Executive group: Arild Sundfjord and Anna Nikolopoulos (NPI) and Marit Reigstad (UiT)

Steering group: Agnieszka Beszczynska-Möller (IOPAN), Michael Karcher (AWI), Angelika 
Renner (IMR), Mikael Sejr (AU), Thomas Soltwedel (AWI), Laura de Steur (NPI)



We’re now in the process of 
compiling ongoing and recent 
efforts to determine the 
spatiotemporal characteristics of 
the network. 

Established long-term monitoring 
programs are the corner stones 
of the network.

Work in progress



Work in progress

We’re now in the process of 
compiling ongoing and recent 
efforts to determine the 
spatiotemporal characteristics of 
the network. 

Established long-term monitoring 
programs are the corner stones 
of the network.

Recent cruises and known future 
plans guide the extension of the 
network into the deep basins.



Desired characteristics

• Cover key phenomena and 
processes under rapid change 

• Facilitate both dedicated (long-
term) and opportunistic sampling

• Facilitate sampling in all seasons 
and increased sharing of platforms

• Utilize common, harmonized 
procedures for data sampling and 
sharing

• Allow for technological 
development and improve 
multidisciplinary coupling 

• Be sustainable!



Autumn Meeting
• Provisional results from recent sampling
• (Meta)data + parameter file submission 
• Cruise planning of upcoming seasons
• Planning of Science dissemination

Spring meeting (ASSW)
• Long-term planning
• Administrative matters 
• Identify supplementary projects
• Introduce a joint “All-DBO” meeting?

• Data syntheses
• Periodic assessment (every 3rd year?) 
• Cruise preparations
• Science presentations, Outreach

Summer Cruise program
• A-DBO
• Supplementary projects

Regular
Work Team meetings

Sampling in alternative 
seasons

Step-by-step implementation through annual activity cycle



Spring meeting, every 2nd year (ASSW)
• Long-term planning
• Administrative matters 
• Identify supplementary projects

• Data syntheses
• Periodic assessment, every 3rd year 
• Cruise preparations
• Science presentations, Outreach

Work Team meetings, 
monthly

Summer Cruise program
• A-DBO
• Supplementary projects

First dedicated A-DBO meeting in Oct/Nov 2022

Meeting date and place 
to be determined in June!

Autumn Meeting, yearly
• Decide the fundamental spatiotemporal 

characteristics of A-DBO and the core 
parameters to sample. 

Also:
• Provisional results from recent sampling
• (Meta)data + parameter file submission 
• Cruise planning of upcoming seasons
• Planning of Science dissemination



Time plan for pilot implementation 2022-25, and beyond
Network Coordination

2023 2024 20252022

Sampling requirements

Data analyses and sharing

Science dissemination
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communal,
decision-making:

Field coordination tools

Data management tools

Data discovery tools 
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How do we 
ensure continuity
and sustained 
A-DBO activities?


